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This spring semester
Ken Cahoon and Omari Davis
taught architecture to
Mrs. Harper’s 2nd graders at
Louise Archer Elementary
School in Vienna, VA through
the Architecture In Schools
(AIS) program. AIS’s goal
is to introduce students to
architecture in concert with
the school’s curriculum.

DC Water Warehouse

Mrs. Harper’s 2nd Grade
Class visits the Samaha
office!

| small business |
Samaha’s new federal Small
Business Administration status
as a Small Business (under
$7,000,000 total income per
year average) began March
12, 2012. Samaha continues
to be a Small Business per the
Commonwealth of Virginia’s
SWaM program.

| awards recognition |

CFA and NCPC approval received
Coming Soon!
Samaha’s design for the new
visitor/security center and
central warehouse at Blue
Plains will serve as a gateway
building for those entering our
nation’s capital along the I-295
corridor. Echoing the existing
Central Operations Facility,
with its sloping facade the
building is clad primarily in
“DC Water blue” metal panels.
The project respects the history
of the 75-year-old plant by
borrowing design elements from
the existing Art Deco industrial
buildings and by using the
iconic “Blue Plains brick.”
As a steward of the environment,
DC Water will use this project
as a model of sustainable design
for their future processing
plant designs. Sustainable
elements include a vegetative
roof, bio-retention filters,
recycled building materials,
high efficiency glazing, low
flow plumbing fixtures, high
efficiency HVAC systems, and
photovoltaic panels.

Perspective

The 10,000 SF two-story visitor’s
center portion will serve as the
primary greeting and screening
center for all visitors to the plant.
The first floor will provide a
check-in area, interpretive displays,
meeting space, and an employee
fitness center. The second floor will
serve as the headquarters for DC
Water security, and will contain the
main security command center.
The 24-7 command center will
monitor security apparatus for all
DC Water properties.
The 20,000 SF warehouse portion
of the project will serve as the
primary facility for receiving,
processing, tracking, distributing,
and storing materials for the DC
Water organization district-wide.
The construction of the warehouse
will be part of DC Water’s
implementation of a state-of-the-art
warehouse process and inventory
tracking system.
Construction is scheduled to begin
in September 2012 with completion
in September 2013.

Great Falls Fire Station,
Great Falls, VA
2012 American Public Works
Association (APWA)
Project of the Year Award /
Mid-Atlantic Region
($5 Million - $25 Million)

Great Falls Fire Station #12

Loudoun County Youth Shelter,
Leesburg, VA
2012 Signatures of Loudoun /
Pace Setters Award
Loudoun County Youth Shelter
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University Mall Improvements
Community and University engaged in the design process
In 2011 the University Mall
renovation and expansion
project received Fairfax County
Council approval for its General
Development Plan. Technical
approval of the design is expected
this summer. Project developer,
Richard Wolff of College Town
Associates - a Rucker Realty
partnership, has called the
new mall design “a complete
transformation”. Construction
will begin this fall. Construction
manager-at-risk, LF Jennings,
is scheduled to complete the
occupied phased construction
in early 2014, with portions of
the project being completed on a
rolling basis.
Located at the intersection of two
major thoroughfares and across
from George Mason University,
University Mall is both a

landmark and a community
resource. As such, College
Town Associates and Samaha
engaged in a community design
process with local neighbors,
county planners, and George
Mason University. The result of
the collaboration is an Art Deco
style 206,000 SF transformation
into a new Class A mixed-use
lifestyle center with an expanded
Giant® as its anchor. Three new
pad sites will contain LEED
Silver Certified core and shell
buildings. Features of the new
marketplace include fresh
colorful facades, a new tower
marking the southern entrance, a
redesigned courtyard featuring a
fountain, sculptures, and outdoor
dining. Shoppers will enjoy an
enlarged sky lit “mini-mall”
and a host of new and returning
vendors. The transformed

University Mall will better serve the
community and rapidly expanding
George Mason University population
by creating a pedestrian friendly
center with improved and expanded
shopping and service opportunities.

Rendering of front entrance

| success |
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The John F. Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts Renovations

The John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts

Samaha Associates, P.C.
10521 Rosehaven Street
Suite 200
Fairfax, VA 22030
703.691.3311
www.samaha-arch.com
service | design | success

Recently Samaha finished one
project and started another at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts. These projects
included the replacement of the
existing curtain wall system and
a complete modernization of nine
rehearsal rooms.
Installation of the new energy
efficient glazed curtain wall system
replicates the original historical
curtain wall. The scope included
the design and construction of
associated bronze doors, electrical,

exit signage, and motion and glass
breakage sensor modifications. The
new curtain wall increases energy
efficiency and improves acoustical
separation from the exterior, and
is blast resistant for added ATFP
security reasons. The complete
floor-to-ceiling curtain wall systems
range from a height of 20' at the
roof terrace to 63' at the plaza level.
In all, 31 separate curtain wall bays
were replaced at the plaza and roof
terrace levels including prominent
entrances at the Hall of States, Hall
of Nations and Grand Foyer.
Each of the nine rehearsal rooms,
currently under construction,
is a self-contained acoustically
enhanced performance space
with lighting and system controls
designed for maximum flexibility.
The renovations will transform
the out-of-date rehearsal rooms
into technologically advanced
highly flexible rehearsal spaces for
today’s demanding performance
requirements.

n

Speaking Engagement
Paul Falkenbury and Deborah
Szyfer, a long-term facility planner
with Montgomery County Public
Schools, were speakers at this
year’s annual 2012 CEFPI –
Northeast Regional conference
in New York City. On March
30th they presented on College
& Career Readiness Preparing
Students for the 21st Century: A
collaborative approach to planning
and designing schools.

n

F.I.E.R.O. Conference
F. Thomas Lee will present at
this year’s F.I.E.R.O. National
Design Symposium, a gathering of
firefighting facility professionals.
His topic will be “How to Design
Apparatus Bays”, recognizing
them as the one of the most
important rooms in the fire house.
When and Where:
November 12 - 14, 2012
Omni Charlotte Hotel
132 E. Trade Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202

